Friendliness to Differently-abled
"Science & Technology for Differently abled"

A one-day state level Workshop on "National Science day" on the title "Science &
Technology for Differently Abled" was organized on 28-02-2017. The coordinator for this
program was Dr. Santhosh P Kuruvilla. Science and Technology in rehabilitation-Seminar is
sponsored by Kerala State Council for Science Technology and Environment.
World Disability Day
30.12.2016

Two-day Lecture Series On “RIGHTS, MARGINALITY AND MEDIA”
on 27th to 28th June 2017

INTERNATIONAL WHITE CANE DAY
-

observed on 30-08-2017
-

In connection with the International White Cane day, the NSS volunteers has
collected and donated an amount of Rs. 4000/- by selling the flags issued by
Indian Association of Blind to educate, accommodate and support visually
impaired kids.

RESPECTING ALL
The activities of women cell for the academic year 2016-17 was formally
inaugurated by Mx Vijayarajamallika on 13th January 2017. Ms. Jeen
Varghese, staff in charge presided over the function. Ms. Bincy Varghese, staff

coordinator, Women Cell welcomed the gathering and Ms.Aleena (S6 BCA)
secretary, proposed vote of thanks.

Interaction session with activist and transgender Mx Vijayarajamallika
Women’s Cell took the initiative to organise an interaction session with poet
and activist among transgenders, Mx Vijayarajamallika to get to know the
issues related to transgender society and social ostracism they face. The
activist said that awareness on the issues like identity crisis and human rights
violations was important for changing the complex retrogressive tendencies and
social attitudes in the State. The students were enlightened on the need for
inculcating ideas and projects aimed at transforming the society.
Counselling Sessions

One-to one counselling sessions were given to the needy students to overcome
their stress related issues. Ms. Bincy Varghese, staff coordinator took the
initiatives for the same.

Visit to Pelican Centre
-empathy sharing for mentally challenged @ 08.02.2017
20 students accompanied by staff coordinators of women cell paid visit to
Pelican centre, a rehabilitation centre for mentally challenged on February 8th
2017. The students spent a day dining and dancing with the inmates who
could indoctrinate a sense of sharing and caring to the unprivileged sections of
the society.

